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MULTIVARIATEORTHOGONALPOLYNOMIALS
AND OPERATOR THEORY
YUANXU
Abstract. The multivariate orthogonal polynomials are related to a family of
commuting selfadjoint operators. The spectral theorem for these operators is
used to prove that a polynomial sequence satisfying a vector-matrix form of the
three-term relation is orthonormal with a determinate measure.

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to use the operator theory to study the multivariate orthogonal polynomials. First let us recall the relevant one variable theory
of orthogonal polynomials (cf. [5, 16]).
Let {Pn(x)}'n<Lobe a sequence of polynomials satisfying the three-term relations
xp„(x)

= a„pn+x(x) + bnpn(x) + an-Xpn-X(x).

Then Favard's Theorem states that the sequence pn is orthonormal with respect
to a measure p if and only if a„ are positive real numbers. It is known that we
can relate the measure of orthogonality to the spectral measure of a selfadjoint
operator; the matrix representation of this operator is a Jacobi matrix (cf. [6,
15]). Therefore it is possible to use operator theory to study the nature of the
measure (cf. [6, 7]). In particular, one can prove that the measure is of compact
support if and only if {an} and {bn} are bounded. However, the usual way
of proving the latter result (cf. [5]) does not use operator theory, but a more
elementary method which requires the knowledge of the zeros of orthogonal
polynomials.
The theory of multivariate orthogonal polynomials is far from complete.
There are only a few papers in the literature dealing with the general multivariable theory (cf. [4, 9, 10, 17]). In a recent paper [17], we have proved
an extension of Favard's Theorem, where the orthogonality is with respect to a
quasi-inner product (see §2). Earlier results can be found in [9]. The three-terms
relation now takes the vector-matrix form
x/P„(x) = v4„)!P„+i(x) + JS„,,P„(x) + ^_1;;P„_1(x),

l<i<d,

where x- (xx, ... , xd)T £Rd, P„ is a polynomial vector, and Anj and Bn<i
are matrices (see §2). One problem for the multivariate orthogonal polynomials
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is that the zeros are actually common zeros of a family of polynomials, thus,
the elegant theorems for zeros in the one variable case are no longer available.
However, as we shall show, the multivariate orthogonal polynomials are related
to a family of commuting selfadjoint operators. The purpose of this paper is
to establish this relation. In particular, we shall prove that if the norms of
matrices in the three-terms relation are bounded, then the set of polynomials is
orthonormal with respect to a nonnegative measure with compact support. In
a subsequent paper the nature of the measure will be studied via the operator
approach.
The paper is organized as follows. In §2 we introduce the notation and present
the basic results of multivariate orthogonal polynomials. The main results are
stated in §3. The operator approach and the proof of the main theorem are in

§4.
2. Multivariate

orthogonal

polynomials

Let N0 be the set of nonnegative integers. For a — (ax, ... , ad) £ N^
and x = (xx, ... , xd) £ Rd we write xQ = jc"1■■■xadd.The number \a\ =
ax -\-h
ad £ N0 is called the total degree of xa . For n £ N0 we denote by
l\dn the set of polynomials of total degree at most n in d variables, and Ud
the set of all polynomials in d variables.
A real valued linear functional S1 is said to induce a quasi-inner product on
n** by the formula (P,Q) = &(PQ) provided there exists a basis B of U.d

such that

(2.1)

J?(PQ)l=°> *P + Q*

and B = {Pf}^lo/=i >wnere me superscript k means that Pjf is of total degree
k and r( = dimir^-dimll^j.
We take 5?(P2) = 1 in (2.1) when S? induces
an inner product. Two polynomials P and Q are said to be orthogonal to each

other with respect to S? if 2?(PQ) = 0. For each k £ N0, let Vd c nd
denote the set of polynomials of degree exactly equal to k, together with zero,
that are orthogonal to all polynomials in f\dk_l. Then Vk is a vector space of
dimension rf = (k+dk~x),and V^s are mutually orthogonal. Throughout this
paper, the letter d is reserved for the number of variables or the dimension.
It is fixed and will be omitted sometimes. For example, we write rk for rf in
the following. For a sequence of polynomials {Pk}J=x of total degree k, we
introduce the vector notation
(2.2)

Pfc(x) = [Pk(x), Pk(x),...,

Pkk(x)]T.

If a matrix P — (p¡j) is given whose elements p¡j are polynomials in Yld,
we denote by S?(P) the matrix whose elements are the values £?(Pij). For
our convenience, if {Pk}f=x is a basis for Vkd, we shall say that Fk is a basis
for Vd and that {Pfc}¡t!0 is an orthogonal basis for Ud. If 3? is an inner
product, {Pfc}£i0 is orthogonal with respect to SC and ^(PfcP^) = Lk, then
we say {Pn}£L0 ^s orthonormal. Throughout this paper, the n x n identify
matrix is denoted by I„ , or simply I. The notation A : i x j means that A is
a matrix of size ¡xj. For x £ Rd we write x —(xx, ... , xd)T.
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In [17], we studied the multivariate orthogonal polynomials from the point
of view that the orthogonality is given in terms of Vn rather than a particular
basis for V„. One important characteristic of the orthogonal polynomials is the
three-terms recurrence relation, as seen in the following multivariable version
of the Favard's Theorem [17].

Theorem 2.1. Let B = {Pf }£L0;li, Pf ¿ 0, be an arbitrary sequencein Ud.
Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) There exists a linear functional 3 which induces a quasi-inner product
in Ud and makes {Pjfc}£L0an orthogonal basis in Yld.
(2) For k > 1, 1 < i < d, there exist matrices Aki : rkx rk+x, Bk , : rkxrk,
and Ckj : rk x rk_x, such that
(a) Xi¥k = Ak, ¡rk+l + Bk t i¥k + Ck, ,**_ x, l<i<d.

(b) ranket = rk+x, rankCV, = rk+l,
where Ak : drk x rk+x and Ck:rkx drk_x are defined by

Ak= [AlA\Al^\---\Al,d\T

and

Ck = [Ckti\Ck,2\-\Cktd\.

A weaker result appears in [9]. In this paper we study the recurrence relation
with Cn,i- AT_, i. From Theorem 2.1 we have
Theorem 2.2. Let {P«}£L0' po = 1> be a sequence in Ud. Then the following
statements are equivalent:
(1) There exists a linear functional which induces an inner product in Ud and
makes {PM}^10an orthonormal basis in Ud.
(2) For k > 0, 1 < i < d, there exist matrices Aki:rkx
rk+x and Bk , :
rk x rk, such that
(a) x¡Vk = AkJPk+x + Bk>iPn + ATk_XJfk_x, l<i<d,
(b) rankyá/t = rk+x, where A_Xj is taken to be zero.

Proof. If {Pn}^0 is orthonormal with respect to an inner product Sf, then

^f(FnfT) = I and {P„} satisfies (a) by (2) in Theorem 2.1. On the other
hand, if (2) holds, then from Theorem 2.1 there exists a quasi-inner product

3 which makes {Pn}^to orthogonal. We only need to show that the matrix
H„ = ¿2?(F„FT) is the identity matrix for every n £ No. Multiplying (a) by
Pfc+i and (a) with k in place of k - 1 by P^ respectively, and applying S?
leads to two formulas for 3(x¡FkFk+l),
which gives
¿k,iHk+\=HkAk,i,

l<i<d.

Therefore,
(2.3)

AkHk+x= GkAk,

Gk = dia%(Hk,...,Hk).

Since Po = 1, we have i/o = [1]. Suppose Hk is an identity matrix. Then Gk
is also an identity matrix. Thus, it follows from (b) and (2.3) that Hk+X is an
identity matrix. The proof is completed by induction. D
We note that if & defines an inner product and {Pn}£L0 *s an orthogonal
basis in YLd,then H„ = J2?(P„P^) is a positive definite matrix. Hence, there
exists a nonsingular matrix Sn such that Hn = SnSj/. It is easy to verify
that Q„ = S~XP„ satisfies the recurrence relation (a) in Theorem 2.2, and Q„
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is an orthonormal basis for Vn. Therefore, from the point of view that the
orthogonality is in terms of Vn, it is enough to study the simpler recurrence
relation (a) in Theorem 2.2. In particular, it is enough for the purpose of
analyzing the measure of orthogonality.
We note that {P„} satisfying (a) in Theorem 2.2 is uniquely determined by
the assumption Po = 1 and the rank condition (b). The coefficient matrices in
the recurrence relation satisfy the following matrix equations.

Corollary 2.3. In the statement (2) of Theorem 2.2, the matrices Ak>i and Bki
satisfy the equations

(2.4)
(2.5)

(2.6)

Ak,iA+i,j = Ak,jA+\,i,
Ak<iBk+Xj + BktiAkj

- BkJAkj

Ak-\,i> Ak-\,j + PkjPkJ
- Ak-l,jAk-l,i

+ AkjBk+Xii,

+ Ak,i¿kj

+ Bk,iBk,j + ¿k,jAk,i>

for i t¿ j, 1 < /', j < d, and k > 0, where A-\j = 0. Moreover, Bk , are
symmetric.
Proof. By Theorem 2.2, there is an inner product 3 that makes P^ orthonormal. From the recurrence relation, we have two different ways of calculating the
matrices 3(x¡Xj¥k¥l+2), 3(XiXjFkF{), and ^(jc(Jc7PfcP[+1). These calculations lead to the desired matrices equations. For examples, by the recurrence
relation,

5?(XiXjFkFl+2)=5?(XiFkXjFl+2)
= 2P[(AktiPk+x + ---)(--- + Al+lJPk+x)T] = Ak,iAk+x,j,
and
S?(XiXjPkPTk+2) = S?(XjPkXiPTk+2) = AkJAk+x,i,

which leads to equation (2.4). D
The condition rank^

fk, I < i <d,

= rk+x implies that there exist matrices Dk ¡ : rk+l x

k > 0, such that
d

(2.7)

Y.Dk,iAk,i = Ii=i
3. Main results

Let J? = J(iA\d) denote the set of nonnegative Borel measures p on Rd ,
defined on the a-algebra of Borel sets, such that
\xa\dp(x)<+oo,

VaeNg.

/.
We are especially interested in the linear functional that has an integral representation

(3.1)

3(f) = Í f(x)dp(x),
Jw

p£jr.
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Sucha 3? induces an inner product (•, •) by (P, Q) =3(PQ).
The measure
p is called a representation of 3. If {P«}£L0 x%orthogonal with respect to
3 expressible as in (3.1) we say that {Ph}£L0x%orthogonal with respect to the
measure p. By the moments of p £ Jf we mean the numbers pa = J Xa dp(x),

Va £ Nq . Two measures are called equivalent if they have the same moments.
If the equivalent class of measures having the same moments as p consists of
p only, the measure p is called determinate, a terminology from the theory of
moments, see [3, 7].
In contrast to one variable theory, Theorem 2.2 does not say whether the
inner-product has a measure of representation. Our main result shows that
such a measure exists and is unique, when the coefficient matrices satisfy a
boundedness condition.
Let || • ||2 be the spectral norm for matrices. It is induced by the Euclidean
norm for vectors.

||^4||2= max{\/Ä : A is an eigenvalue of ATA}.
Our main result is as follows.
Theorem 3.1. Let {Pn}~0> po = 1. be a sequence in Ud. Then the following
statements are equivalent:
(i) There exists a determinate measure p £ J? with compact support in Rd
such that {Pn}£L0 **orthonormal with respect to p.
(ii) The statement (2) in Theorem 2.2 together with
(3.2)

suplid
k>2

,||2 <+00,

sup||5fr ,||2 < +00,
k>0

l<i<d.

The proof of this theorem is in §4. It is based on the spectral theorem of
a family of commuting selfadjoint operators. The connection between such a
family of operators and multivariate orthogonal polynomials is the main establishment of the paper, and is of interest in itself. The operator approach is also
used in the study of the moment problem (cf. [3, 7]). Our results in §4 indicate
that there is a close connection between the multivariable moment problem and
orthogonal polynomials. We intend to study this connection in our future investigation. Let us also mention that the family of commuting selfadjoint operators
plays an important role in the quantum mechanics (cf. [12]). It is interesting
to see the possible applications of multivariate orthogonal polynomials in that
direction.
For d = 1, Theorem 3.1 is well known (cf. [5, p. 75 and p. 109]). In [9],
an integral representation for the inner product is given, but the measure is not
shown to be nonnegative nor determinate.
4. The operator

approach

4.1. Spectral theory for commuting selfadjoint operators. We recall the part of
spectral theory that will be needed, see [1, 2, 12, 13, 14]. Let & be a separable Hubert space. Each selfadjoint operator T in ff has a unique spectral
representation T = J xdE(x) where E is the spectral measure, which is a
projection valued measure defined for Borel sets of R such that E(R) is the

identity operator in %* and E(BnC) = E(B)r\E(C) for Borel sets B, C C R.
For any / e %? the mapping B -►(E(B), f, f) is an ordinary measure defined

for the Borel sets B C R and denoted (Ef, f).
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The selfadjoint operators T\,... ,Td in X with spectral measure Ex,... ,
Ed, respectively, are said to be mutually commuting (mutually permutable in
[13]) if their spectral measures commute, i.e.,

(4.1)

Ei(B)Ej(C) = Ei(C)Ej(B)

for any i, j = I, ... , d and any two Borel sets B, C ç R. If Tx, ... ,Td
commute, then
E = Ex® ■■■®Ed
is a spectral measure on Rd with values that are selfadjoint projections in %?.
In particular, E is the unique measure such that
E(Bxx---xBd)

= Ex(Bx)---Ed(Bd)

for any Borel sets Bx, ... ,Bd ç R. The measure E is called the spectral
measure of the commuting family Tx, ... ,Td.
We shall consider only bounded operators, see Remark 4.2 below. A vector Oo £ %? is a cyclic vector in %? with respect to the commuting family of bounded selfadjoint operators Tx, ... , Td in %? if the linear manifold
{P(TX,... , Td)<S>0,
P £ Ud} is dense in %?. We summarize the spectral theorem for Tx, ... ,Td in the following.

Theorem 4.1. Let %? be a separable Hubert space and Tx, ... ,Td be a commuting family of bounded selfadjoint operators in %?. Let Si denote the spectrum of
Ti, 1 < i < D. If Oo is a cyclic vector in %? with respect to Tx, ... ,Td, then
Tx, ... ,Td are unitarily equivalent to the multiplication operators Xx, ..., Xd,

(4.2)

(Xif)(x) = xif(x),

l<i<d,

defined on L2(Rd, p), where the measure p is definedby p(B) = (E(B)O0, O0)
for the Borel set B c Rd with support S c Sx x ■■■x Sd .
The unitary equivalence means that there exists a unitary mapping

U : %? —>

L2(Rd, p) suchthat

(4.3)

UTiU~x = X¡,

l<i<d.

We note that the measure p satisfies the relation

(4.4)

(Oo, P(TX, ... , Td)Q>o)
= [ P(x) dp(x)
Js

for all polynomials P £ Ud . Since Tx, ... , Td are bounded, Sx, ... , Sd are
compact. Therefore S is compact and p is of compact support.

Remark. For bounded selfadjoint operators Tx and T2, (4.1) is a sufficient
and necessary condition for TXT2= T2TX. However, for unbounded operators
it has been shown by Nelson [11] that there are selfadjoint operators Tx and
T2 with a common dense domain such that TXT2= T2TX, but their spectral
measures do not commute.

4.2. The definition of the operators. Let %? be a separable Hubert space with
fixed orthonormal basis {y/n}%Lo-For our purpose we shall rewrite {yn}£L0 as
{^n}£lo = {0;}y=i ¡K=o
' where rk = rf = (k+dk~x)for a fixed positive integer d
as before. We introduce the formal vector notation

(4.5)

O*= [</>,,..., «¿J-f,

AreN0.
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For our convenience we shall say that {O„}£l0 is orthonormal, formally

(O, , 0£> = ((tf , <t>J))rU
%X= OijôkmIrk
.
For every / € %? we can write in the vector-matrix notation that

/ = XX«P*, a*€R*.

(4.6)

k=0

If T:

-> %? is a linear operator, we mean by TQ>kthe vector
mk

= [T<pk,...,Tcj>kk]T.

We denote by Fjtpm the matrix

**,„ = {(TOk,0£» = ((Ttf, <¡>J))%X
£,.
Then we can write

r/ = 5>[ofc,

b[ = $>fiv,fc.

fc=0

;'=0

The usual matrix representation of the linear operator now takes the form T —
(Fij)fj=x. The elements of T are matrices F¡j : r¡ x r¡ , whose sizes are different
for different pairs of (i, j). Note that we have used the same symbol for both
the operator and its matrix representation.
We now define the linear operators associated with the recurrence relation in
Theorem 2.2. Let Aki : rk x rk+x and Bk , : rk x rk be given matrices such
that the rank condition (b) in Theorem 2.2 is satisfied. Furthermore, assume
that Bk i are symmetric, and Ak>i and Bk , satisfy equations (2.4), (2.5), and
(2.6). We then define T¿ : <%*
—>X, 1 < i < d, to be the linear operator whose
matrix representation with respect to {O^}^0 is given by

Bo,i
AT
A0,i

(4.7)

4u

Ti =
A\,i

M,i
B2,i

O
Ki<d.

LO
We can consider T¡ as matrix operator which acts on sequences in I2 via
matrix multiplication. For d — 1, we have rk = 1 for all k £ No and the
matrix Tx is the Jacobi matrix (cf. [15]).
4.3. Properties of 7}. We restrict ourselves to the bounded operators.
Lemma 4.3. The operator T¡ is bounded if and only if supfc>0|Mfe>;||2< co and
SUPfc>oll^;I||2 < OO.

Proof For any / € *, f = £ a[Ofc , we have \\f |&, = (/,/>
follows easily from the definition that

= £ a[a* . It

oo

Tif=¿2*l[Ak)i<!>k+l+Bkíi<¡>k
+ Al_l>¡<t>k_í]
k=0
oo

= E [ak-iAk-i,i+4Bk,i+4+iAli]^k
k=0
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where we define A-Xi = 0.

Therefore, if supfc>0ll^t.iib

< +00 and

sup^>0 ||-ß*,,||2 < +00, then
oo

WTifWlr
= £ H-iA-ui + 4Bk,i + 4+iAk,i\\í
k=0

<3(2sup\\AkJ2

+ snp\\BkJ\22)\\f\\2r.

Thus, Ti is a bounded operator. Conversely, suppose that ||^ ,||2, say, goes
to infinity for a subsequence of No. Let ak be vectors such that ||a^||2 = 1
and ||a^fc;,||2 = M/t./lb- Then we have Ha^O^H= ||a^||2 = 1 • Therefore, it
follows from

\\TiWlr
> WTi^WJr = \\4Akti\\l+ \\*TkBkJ2
+ H4-iJ22

> \\AkJ22

that Ti is unbounded. D

Lemma 4.4. Suppose T¡, 1 < i < d, are bounded. Then T¡, I < i < d, are
selfadjoint operators, and Tx,..., Td commute.
Proof. Since T¡ is bounded, it is selfadjoint if it is symmetric, i.e., (T¡f, g) —
(f, T¡g). But this follows from the obvious symmetry of the matrix representation (4.7). To prove that Tx, ... , Td commute, we only need to show

TkTjf=TjTkf,

V/e-T,

since 7/'s are bounded. A simple calculation shows that this is equivalent to
the matrix equations (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6), which are assumed. D
Lemma 4.5. Suppose Tx, ... , Td are bounded operators. Then Oo £ %? is a
cyclic vector with respect to Tx, ... ,Td, and
(4.8)

®n = Fn(Tx,...,Td)<t>o

where Fn(xx, ... , xd) is of the form (2.2).
Proof. If (4.8) is true, then Oo is a cyclic vector by definition. To prove (4.8),
we use induction. Clearly P0 = 1. From the definition of T¡ we have

r;Oo = A0i,0, + B0,,O0,

1 < 1 < d.

Therefore,
A0,,0, = r,O0 - B0,,O0,
1 < I < d.
Multiply this equation by Do, i m (2.7) and sum for i — 1,...
d

d

id

, d, we get
\

O!= J>0>¡T;O0- £ A);¡i?o,;Oo
= E ^Au - EoWo
1=1

where Eo = ¿Z^ojBoj

(=1

\i=i

/

■ Therefore
d

Fx(x)= J2*iDo,i-E0.
1=1

Since A),/ is of the size rx x r0 = d x 1, Pi is of the desired form. Likewise,

for k> Í,
Ti<t>k= Ak t ,Ofc+1+ Bk t i<&k+ A\_x pk_x,
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therefore

**+i = E T&k.&k - Ek®k - Fk®k-\
1=1

where

Ek = J2Dk''Bki

and Fk = ^DktiA\ik-l,i

1=1

1=1

By induction we then have
d

Ofc+i

£ TiDktiVk(T) - EkFk(T) - FkFk_x(T) On
U=i

where T = (Tx, ... , Td)T. Therefore
d

P*+i(x)= EA^.'PfcW

- Ekrk(x) - FkFk_x(x).

fc=i

Clearly, every component of Fk+X is a polynomial in Uk+X. G
From these lemmas and Theorem 4.1, we have proved

Theorem 4.6. If supfe>0ll^.ilb < oo and supfc>0||i?fc,¡||2< oo for I < i < d,
then there exists a measure p£jf
with compact support such that Tx, ... , Td
are unitarily equivalent to the multiplication operators Xx, ... ,Xd in L2(Rd, p).
4.4. Proof of the main theorem. The unitary equivalence in Theorem 4.6
associates the cyclic vector O0 with the function f(x) = 1 and (T*1 ■■■T°/d)<Po
with f(x) —Xa . Moreover, the orthonormal basis {O„}£l0 in 3? corresponds
to {P«}£lo in L2(Rd. P) as shown in (4.8). We have
Lemma 4.7. The polynomials {P«}~0 m Lemma 4.5 are orthonormal with respect to p, and they satisfy the recurrence relation (a) in Theorem 2.2 with the
matrices in (4.7) as the coefficients.
Proof. Since p(B) = (E(B)<P0, O0) in Theorem 4.1, we have by (4.4) that

Fn(x)Fl(x)dp(x) = (P„O0, P£O0>= (On, 0£)

/
This proves that {P„} are orthonormal. From Theorem 2.2 the polynomials
{F„} satisfy a recurrence relation of the form (a) in that theorem. By the unitary
equivalence in Theorem 4.6, the multiplication operators Xx, ... , Xd at (4.2)
have the same matrix representation (4.7) with respect to {P„} in L2(Rd, p).
Since X¡F„ = jc,P„ , the coefficient matrices in the recurrence relation that {P„}

satisfy are the same matrices in (4.7). D
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (i)=>(ii). From Theorem 2.2, we only need to prove
(3.2). However, since p has compact support, the multiplication operators
Xx, ... ,Xd in L2(Rd, p) are bounded. Since Xx, ... , Xd have the matrix
representation (4.7) with respect to {P„} , (3.2) follows from Lemma 4.3.
(ii) =>(i). If {P„} satisfies the recurrence relation in the theorem, then we
can use the coefficient matrices to define operators T¡ through (4.7). By Lemma
4.7, the polynomials in Lemma 4.5 satisfy the same recurrence relation. Since
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the recurrence relation determinates uniquely the polynomials under the consideration, the {P„} are the polynomials in Lemma 4.5. Therefore, the existence
of the measure p with compact support has been established by our previous
results. That p is determinate follows from the boundedness of the multiplication operators and [3, Theorem 4]. D
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